
Create jewellery with epoxy stickers
Instructions No. 1919

Difficulty: Beginner

Working time: 1 hour 30 Minutes

Create great jewellery pieces - very easy with epoxy stickers. These can be stuck on your chosen motifs in the metal
pendants and you get a great 3D effect by the curvature of the sticker. Thus unique pieces of jewellery are created!

For the bracelet: Cut or punch out of 5 motifs Motif cardboard with a diameter of 14 mm each. 

Glue them with something Handicraft glue into the metal connectors and then apply an epoxy sticker to them. 

The individual elements are each connected with a striping. At one end of the bracelet you attach one Chain of 5 rings and a
lobster clasp. 

At the other end, depending on the circumference of the wrist, join as many stripes as you like to form a Regulation chain. 

For the pendant: Cut a motif with a diameter of 2.5cm and fix it with something in the Handicraft glue pendant. Glue the
epoxy sticker on it. 

Attach a strip to the eyelet and thread it through the hole. Finally, attach Chain. a strip and the closure.

Must Have



Article information:

Article number Article name Qty

672641 Metal connector "Round", Ø 14 mm 1

672627-01 Epoxy Sticker "Clear", 12 piecesØ 14 mm 1

672634-03 Metal-Decoration pendant "Round"Ø 25 mm 1

672627-03 Epoxy Sticker "Clear", 12 piecesØ 25 mm 1

10539 Scrapbook block "Spring Botanic" 1

671194-02 Anchor chain, 1,9 mmSilver-Plated 1

577519 VBS Karabiner "12 mm", 50 pieces 1

111065 VBS Handicraft glue 1

671293-02 VBS Ring, Ø 5 mm, 150 piecesSilver coloured 1

Metal connector "Round", Ø 14 mm

1,59 €
 Item

details
Quantity:

1

Add to shopping cart

https://www.vbs-hobby.at/en/metal-connector-round-o-14-mm-a213501/
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